Controlling light propagation intentionally through turbid media such as ground glass or biological tissue has been demonstrated for many useful applications. Due to random scattering effect, one of the important goals is to draw a desired shape behind turbid media with a swift and precise method. Feedback wavefront shaping method which is known as a very effective approach to focus the light, is restricted by slow optimization process for obtaining multiple spots. Here we propose a technique to implement feedback wavefront shaping with optical memory effect and optical 4f system to speedy move focus spot and form shapes in 3D space behind scattering media. Starting with only one optimization process to achieve a focusing spot, the advantages of the optical configuration and full digital control allow us to move the focus spot with high quality at the speed of SLM frame rate. Multiple focusing spots can be achieved simultaneously by combining multiple phase patterns on a single SLM. By inheriting the phase patterns in the initial focusing process, we can enhance the intensity of the focusing spot at the edge of memory effect in with 50% reduction in optimization time. With a new focusing spot, we have two partially overlapped memory effect regions, expanding our 3D scanning range. With fast wavefront shaping devices, our proposed technique could potentially find appealing applications with biological tissues.
Delivering high power light into a small region inside biological tissues or translucent materials can allow us to do optical imaging, laser cutting, or light therapy. One can simply utilize infrared light (optical window for biological tissues) which has less absorption and scattering effect to focus deeper inside the body 1, 2 . However, the most interesting light matter interactions happen at the spectrum region where the scattering effect is inevitable. Such strong scattering effect distorts the directionality, phase and intensity of transmitted light field; challenges our efforts to focus light through scattering media. A solution to control light to overcome scattering effects in various media such as skin, biological tissue or frosted glass could provide a useful approach to enable many photonic applications in various fields such as biomedical imaging or advanced manufacture.
Wavefront shaping technique is one of the most common and efficient approaches to solve the random scattering effect. The wavefront of incoming laser beam is shaped by spatial light modulators (SLM) or digital micro-mirror devices (DMD) 3, 4 to cancel out the scattering effect. Multiple strategies for finding the wavefront to shape the incoming beam and achieve a tight focusing spot have been demonstrated. Measuring the transmission matrix (TM) to map inputs with outputs allows us to calculate the correct wavefront input and produce a desired light pattern behind the turbid medium [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Q. Zhao et al. 11 combines TM with PSF modulation 12 and computer-generated holography (CGH) 13 to generate focus spots in 3D space behind scattering media. Utilizing time reversal property of light, one can measure the scattered light field then create its phase conjugated light field at the same position to travel backward through the scattering medium and generate an original pattern [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . This digital optical phase conjugation (DOPC) method has been proven with not only phase or amplitude modulation but also polarization modulation 22 with equivalent results at much lower cost. Recently, angular-spectrum model has been demonstrated to trace the field propagation to investigate the focusing process in DOPC 23 . These methods require measuring the scattered light phase with a complex and sensitive optical setup. In addition, the digital optical phase conjugation method requires a critical alignment for pixel-by-pixel-matching between the phase measurement device and the phase modulation device. Another powerful and simple approach to create a spot behind scattering media is an optimization technique, which considers the scattering medium as a black box, thus, no strict requirement for optical alignment 3, 21, 24, 25 . With the help of a guiding star on the other side of scattering media, we can build a feedback loop with genetic algorithm (GA) to shape the incident wavefront and achieve a light focusing spot.
Unlike the TM approach, the phase conjugation method or the optimization approach is limited to a single focus point/pattern for each measured or optimized input, respectively. A solution for moving the focus spot around or drawing a pattern with the focus spot requires multiple measurements for the phase conjugation approach [14] [15] [16] [19] [20] [21] or multiple optimization processes 26 , which would be time consuming. Starting with only a single optimized phase pattern for generating an initial focus spot, our previous approach utilizing the optical memory effect [27] [28] [29] could focus a portion of a laser beam through a scattering medium into any other spots on the 2D plane, which is perpendicular to the optical axis. By tilting and shifting the pre-optimized phase pattern digitally, we can aim to any spots within the memory effect region 30 . However the further the target spot is from the initial spot, the smaller the laser portion is utilized. This limited utilization of laser beam together with the small memory effect region make the intensity of focusing spot reduced quickly with the distance from the target spot to the initial spot. Here, we demonstrate a method that utilize a 4F optic system to swiftly move the focus point in not only the 2D plane but also the 3D memory effect volume with full utilization of the laser beam. We are able to create any desired 3D contours on the other side of the scattering medium by moving the focus spot sequentially or generating multiple spots simultaneously. More importantly, the low intensity of the focus point at the edge of memory effect region can be quickly optimized with GA by inheriting the SLM phase patterns from the original optimization. Fast optimization process for the second spot enlarges the region beyond the memory effect limitation for our moving spot. The simplicity and advantages of our method can suggest a practical approach for many applications such as opto-genetic excitation, minimal invasive laser surgery, or imaging.
Experiment Setup
The experiment setup with 4F system is illustrated in Fig. 1 . An expanded He-Ne laser beam with wavelength of 632.8 nm is guided by a non-polarized beam splitter to shine at the center of a SLM. The laser beam after reflecting on SLM, passes through an optical system of two convex lenses, L1 and L2, with focal lengths of 150 mm and 50 mm, respectively. A ground glass diffuser (Thorlabs, N-BK7), used as a turbid medium, is placed at the focal plane of L2 while the SLM is at the focal plane of L1 to create a 4F system where the SLM plane is relayed on the diffuser plane. The SLM's plane and diffuser's plane are conjugated with magnification of 1/3 to increase the spatial sampling rate of the SLM on the diffuser effectively. A monochromic CMOS camera (Thorlabs DCC1645C) is set behind the diffuser at an observation plane to provide feedback signals for optimization process and then observe the quality of the focus spots. Moving the camera along the optical axis allows us to visualize the focus spots in 3D.
Result and Discussion
Initial focus spot by genetic algorithm. For creating an initial focus spot behind a scattering medium, we utilize the feedback wavefront shaping technique with genetic algorithm (GA) 3 . In our setup, we combine 2 by 2 SLM pixels to be one controllable element for shaping the wavefront, so there are 540 × 540 elements. The typical GA iteratively shapes the wavefront of input laser beam to increase the brightness contrast between the desired position and average background, which is defined as peak-to-background ratio (PBR) 31 as below:
where I S is intensity of the focus point; I B is the mean value of background intensity. With our uncooled 8-bit CMOS camera, the measurement fluctuation of pixel intensity during the optimization could largely affect the results. Here, we take an average intensity of 5 by 5 pixels around the target focus spot as I S and I B is the mean value of the captured image excluding 25 pixels counted for I S . The area of 5 by 5 pixels is chosen to cover the diffraction limit area of the focus spot and the averaging strategy can minimize the effect of random noise in intensity measurement at pixel level. This make our GA more stable and converged faster.
The result of feedback wavefront shaping with GA for creating a focus spot behind scattering medium is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Our GA achieve the focus spot size (FWHM) of 20 μm with the brightest pixel at the center of 5 by 5 pixel area. The ratio between intensity of the brightest focus pixel and average background intensity is 112, which reaches the limitation of our 8-bit camera because the detected intensity on each pixel is already from 1 to 5 counts in a dark condition (closing the camera cap). A better camera with higher bit depth, higher photon capacity and lower noise (cooled sensor chip) would allow us to get better results. The quality of focus spot can also be improved by utilizing more elements for optimization and extending the number of iteration loops. However, this will cost more optimization time. With our current parameters, the optimizing time is about 10 minutes; running repeated optimization process is not feasible for creating multiple spots in 3D space or drawing desired shapes. We would like to note that the speed of our optimization process is largely limited by SLM updating rate and the readout time of our camera.
Moving focus spot inside memory effect region.
Here, we utilize optical memory effect to move the focus spot to multiple positions swiftly with only one initial optimization process. The position of the initial focus spot is considered at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate. In order to move the focus spot to a position (x, y) on the camera, incoming wavefront on diffuser's surface needs to be tilted around X-axis and Y-axis by an angle α x and α y , respectively: α = tan( ) x/d x and α = y tan( ) /d, y where d is the distance between the camera plane and the diffuser. Because camera surface is sampled by a 2D pixel array, then the position x and y can be expressed by: x = n x × p and y = n y × p where n x and n y are number of pixels moved in X-axis and Y-axis, p is the pixel size of camera. The magnification from the SLM plane to the diffuser plane is 1/3, hence the real angles for tilting phase pattern on SLM are β x = α x /3 and β y = α y /3. Precise measurement of the distance d directly is challenging. Here, by a quick scanning process with several tilting angles β x and β y and observing the spot positions (x and y) on camera, the distance d can be estimated precisely to be 3.91 cm in our experimental setup. From here, the phase profile on SLM for moving the focus spot in 2D plane can be calculated easily as the combination of original optimized phase pattern and a tilting phase pattern.
Moving the focus spot based on memory effect is presented in Fig. 3 with the distribution of intensity in X-Y plane. The brightest spot at the center of the image (Fig. 3a) is the original focusing spot, which is optimized by GA. All other dimmer spots are achieved by adding the appropriate tilting phase on the original phase pattern. We achieve one spot for each calculated SLM pattern then multiple result images are superposed to present as a single image in Fig. 2a . The relative intensity of various spot along X and Y direction compared to the original spot is presented in Fig. 3b ,c, respectively. The intensity is quickly dropped at the small movement from the original focusing spot then slower when the distance is larger than 100 μm. This intensity decrease actually indicates the speckle decorrelation, which can be calculated by the formula for memory effect 32, 33 as below:
where C is the speckle correlation coefficient (in this case, it is proportional to our spot intensity); π λ = k 2 / 0 is the wave number; θ is the angle difference from the original optimized spot, which is α x or α y when we scan along x or y axis; and L is an effective thickness of the scattering medium. From here, we can also estimate the effective thickness of our scattering medium as 96 μm.
In order to move the focus spot in Z direction, we add a quadratic phase modulation on the original phase pattern. For a small movement of ∆Z, the added quadratic phase pattern is www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/
x y x  y  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2 where π λ = k 2 / is the wave-number, p is the pixel size of SLM. In case of ∆Z is much smaller than d, the Eq. 2 . The quality of the moving focus spot in Z-axis is demonstrated in Fig. 4a . We are able to move the spot in front and back of the original spot which is the brightest and optimized by GA algorithm. 2D images of the spots are captured by moving the camera on a precise moving stage to the expected position of each spots. Similar to X-Y plane, the intensity distribution in Z-axis is not symmetric either. This observation can be explained by the difference between moving direction of camera and the axis of moving focus spots and other imperfections in our optical setup. The efficient distance of moving spot here is about 3.3 mm forward and backward, which is 54 times larger than the longitudinal memory effect in X-Y plane ∆x ( ) ME or ∆y ( ) ME . Such large memory effect in Z axis ∆z ( ) ME is expected in our focusing system with low numerical aperture (NA) 34 :
, where d (3.91 cm) is distance from scattering medium to observation camera and D (1.5 mm) is the diameter of beam shined on surface of the scattering medium.
With the ability to move the focus spot in X-Y-Z direction, our approach is capable of drawing any contours in 3D space with only single optimization process. One example is showed in Fig. 4b , where every spot are designed to draw a helix curve displayed as red dash line. We display one spot at a time within a 3D volume space of memory effect around the original spot. Again, the camera is moving along the Z axis to capture the 2D image at different planes as displayed in the insets.
Display multiple focus spots simultaneously. In addition to moving the focus spot in 3D space sequentially, it is possible to create multiple focus spots simultaneously by using just a single phase pattern on SLM, which can be calculated by an expression below.
where P is the phase pattern to be used for creating simultaneously multiple points; P j is the phase pattern for creating j-th single point, which is calculated from the optimized phase pattern for initial focus point. We create 3 spots on 3 different Z planes simultaneously by combining three corresponding phase patterns according to Eq. (4). Figure 5 presents the experimental results where the camera captures 2D images at different planes. At the specific plane corresponding to the targeted spot, the other two spots appear as blurry dim spots, which are presenting defocusing spots (or out-of-focus spots). The result shows the ability to form multiple spots simultaneously, eventually creating 3D shapes within the memory effect region from a single optimization process. The efficiency of our strategy depends on both spot positions and the number of spots. The spot closer to the original focus spot will have a higher intensity due to memory effect. If the number of spots increases, the quality of the 3D shape will decrease rapidly due to the lower intensity of each spots (splitting of laser beam intensity into multiple spots) and increased intensity the background because of interference of multiple backgrounds (one for each individual focus spots). In addition, due to phase only modulation (Eq. 4), the generated light field and sum of all light fields for individual focusing have different amplitudes, which reduce the efficiency. One can do better with Increase focus spot intensity with reduced optimization time. With a limited memory effect, we need a quick solution to increase intensity for the spots at far distance from the initial optimization point. Here, www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ we utilize the GA to optimize the intensity again for one of the dim spots, however, with a much better initial state. All the phase patterns (i.e. the population in GA 3, 24 ) used for optimization of the original spot are added with a similar phase pattern to move the target to the new position within the memory effect volume. The optimization process by GA starting with the new group of phase patterns immediately achieves the dim bright spot, therefore, we expect an improvement of the optimization speed. Figure 6a shows no difference between the original focusing spot at the center and the second focusing spot. Figure 6b presents the optimization process for the original focus spot, which shows the increase of PBR after each iteration. We can also notice 5 abruptly dropping points for PBR after 45, 56, 73, 98 and 175 iterations, at which our algorithm automatically reduces the exposure time (80%) due to saturation of camera (255 counts). Lower exposure time makes the PBR dropped abruptly because of reduced signal on the background noise. It is worth to note that for our 8-bit camera (no cooling), we need to start with a reasonable exposure time to gain good signal for optimization, the intensity of focus spot increases and saturates the camera multiple times during the optimization process. Just to visualize the progress of optimization, we linearly shift the PBR up at each drops to get a monotonically increasing curve, presented as the blue curve in Fig. 6c . Similar procedure is applied to the optimization for the second spot, which starts with PBR of 35 (orange curve in Fig. 6c ). There is no difference on the focusing quality; however, the optimization time is reduced by 50% for the second optimization, which inherits the set of phase patterns from the first optimization. The second focus spot can now become a center of another memory effect volume. The process can be repeated for optimizing multiple focusing spots, thus, expanding the effective scanning area for our focusing spot beyond the memory effect region.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated an efficient approach to move the focus spot to different positions in 3D space behind the strongly scattering media. No mechanical movement is involved in our process. All the control is handled digitally with phase patterns on SLM, which is relayed on scattering medium surface through 4F optical system. More importantly, our approach relying on optical memory effect eliminates the need for multiple time-consuming optimization processes. Starting with only one original focusing spot by GA, we can move the spot around in 3D volume which is limited by memory effect. By inheriting the phase patterns from the initial optimization, we can optimize other focusing spots again at reduced time, thus, expanding the scanning region far beyond the memory effect. Finally, by combining the phase patterns for individual focusing spots on SLM, we demonstrate the multiple focus spots simultaneously. Our proposed approach could largely reduce the time for moving the focusing spot or optimizing the second spot, however, the speed is still largely limited by updating rate of the SLM. With a new solution for faster SLM such as piezo technology [35] [36] [37] [38] , our demonstration could potentially make various biological applications possible where the focusing time can be done very fast. 
